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From Conditional Tgt 1, list up the agencies which can 
be planted. , l’KL US, HI US 

From Conditional lgt 4, obtain the correct format for the 
dossier•reports to the various agencies you plan to plant data. 
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IVrite alarming reports on SUBJECT CAT in the proper format. 
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From Conditional Tgt S, send an application for a Social 
Security Card. PRL US,HI US 

From Conditional Tgt 2, arrange to get the reports fed 
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Notify PRL US who notifies PRL WW when the reports have 
been filed and with what agencies. HI US 

Send several complaint letters on the SUBJECT to the various 
agencies which contaih dossiers. These can come from different 
states. In these complaints tie SUBJECT CAT into terrorism, inter 
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From Conditional Tgt 7, make Privacy (or whatever is 
best) requests for the files on SUBJECT CAT. Note: a refusal to 
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